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EDITORIAL

Where is your treasure?
asks Clare Redfern

"For where your
treasure is, there
will your heart be
also." (Matt. 6:21)
Writing this at harvest time in the UK, I
find myself reflecting how the village
where I’m staying would once have
depended almost entirely on the local
harvest of vegetables and fruit, bottled
and preserved with care, to see it
through the winter. We can now easily
buy imported fruit, wrapped in plastic,
picked on farms in Spain, Poland, Israel.
And this, avoiding the southern
hemisphere, is considered the ecooption!
We’ve developed a way of consuming, a
way of life, that’s dependent on
everything being cheaper, faster, more
convenient: whether food, energy,
goods or labour. And it’s all too easy to
turn a blind eye to the environmental and
social consequences
As theologian Sallie McFague has said in
critiquing consumerism, the environmental crisis we face has to do with
“how we live” on a daily basis – the food
we eat, the transportation we use, the
size of the house we live in, the goods
and luxuries we use; “the enemy” is the
very ordinary life we ourselves are
leading as well-off Westerners.1
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of the Earth’s systems, whether this is at cleaner future. Here too, the Churches
the level of our individual transactions or have an important role to play. Fossil fuel
companies need to feel the pressure to
more broadly.
develop cleaner ways of generating
In her article Buying a Better Planet, Eve energy and Operation Noah’s James
Poole stresses that our money has Buchanan calls on Churches to divest
energy, which we can harness for good from fossil fuels: can making money
by wise and ethical purchasing. And from the extraction of fossil fuels still be
individual efforts can be multiplied as justified? Adam Matthews of the CofE
careful investment of financial resources Church Commissioners has given a
is taken on board more widely. John reply, believing that it is as investors that
Anderson, a Methodist Lay Minister, they can exert the most influence.
gives an inspiring account of greening
his Church: offsetting the community’s We are called to cherish this beautiful
carbon emissions through investing in Earth, which sings of God’s glory, and
energy efficiency measures, and a learn to live responsibly, lovingly, upon it.
pioneering building project. He preaches It is hard to swim against the tide, and
eco-theology, which he defines as requires a re-ordering of priorities, even a
re-ordering of our souls, for we recognise
“worship as if Creation mattered”.
that, at heart, this is a spiritual condition.
Similarly, as Environment Officer in
Leeds Diocese, Jemima Parker has As Benedict Bowmaker comments of the
developed a hassle-free way for Soil, Service and Silence community at
Churches across Yorkshire to switch to Turvey Abbey, “learning to live in
100% renewable energy suppliers, harmony with the soil, with each other
through using an energy bulk buying and to work the land as a sacred act, we
scheme. But this should surely be the teach people to become gardeners of
norm for all Churches? The widespread their hearts.”
success of the project in Leeds I believe
was because Archdeacons (people of Can we make our ordinary lives a bit
great power!) were involved in promoting more extraordinary? I hope you will find
inspiration in this issue.
and encouraging the scheme.

In this issue we look at those thorny
questions that concern our money, the
ways in which we spend and save, and It will require a lot of leverage from those
how these can work either for or against with power for the fossil fuel industry to
greater social equality and sustainability make the rapid transition necessary to a
2
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1 Blessed Are the Consumers: Climate Change and the
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Time to Divest?
Is it ethical to invest in fossil fuels?
photo credit: Shutterstock

In November this year, governments will
meet in Bonn to discuss next steps after
the 2015 Paris Agreement. Without a
rapid shift of investments from fossil
fuels to clean alternatives, the Paris
commitments cannot be met, argues
James Buchanan, Operation Noah’s
divestment campaigner.

excluding areas such as arms, tobacco,
gambling and pornography from their
financial portfolios. Yet when Operation
Noah’s Bright Now campaign for fossilfree Churches was launched in 2013,
the ethics of investment in fossil fuels
had received little attention among most
investors.

What do the Church of Sweden, the
Leonardo Di Caprio Foundation and
Southwark Council Pension Fund have in
common? All have made commitments
to exclude fossil fuels from their
investment portfolios.

Since then, Quakers in Britain and the
United Reformed Church Synod of
Scotland have committed to full
divestment from fossil fuels. The Church
of England, the Methodist Church and
the United Reformed Church (in the rest
of the UK) have committed to
divestment from coal and tar sands, yet
still invest millions in fossil fuel
companies: for instance, the Church of
England has more than £190m invested
in BP and Shell alone.

The number of institutions committing
to fossil fuel disinvestment, or
divestment, has grown hugely in the last
five
years.
Global
divestment
commitments made by over 740
institutions have now passed £4.2
trillion.
Climate change and loving your
neighbour
Churches have long been at the
forefront of ethical investment, We know that climate change is not a
4
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future problem; it is a present reality.
Climate change is a justice issue, since
it is affecting the world’s poorest
communities first and hardest, with a
disproportionate impact on women and
children. Yet it will affect us all, and we
are already witnessing patterns of ever
more extreme weather closer to home.
As Christians, our faith calls us to act on
climate change out of love for our
neighbours, especially the poor and
marginalised. We also have a
responsibility to care for God’s Creation,
a gift that has been entrusted to us.
The need for action now
The signing of the Paris Agreement two
years ago was a historic moment. After
years of negotiation, 195 countries
came together to agree united action on
climate change. It was a starting point,
and a beacon of hope. They committed
to keep global temperature rises “well
below 2°C above pre-industrial levels”
and “pursue efforts to limit the

FEATURE
temperature increase to 1.5°C” to the pace of change, with the rise of
protect humanity from the worst electric cars and falling costs of solar
impacts of climate change.
leading to coal and oil demand peaking
by 2020.
The need for action is urgent. If we
continue to use fossil fuels at the Why Churches should divest from
current rate, we only have five years fossil fuels
“carbon budget” remaining for a 66%
chance of keeping global temperature While most Church denominations in the
rises below 1.5°C.1
UK have taken steps to divest from the
most polluting fossil fuels, many have
There are significantly more known pursued a policy of “engagement” with
fossil fuel reserves than we can burn if oil and gas companies, arguing that
we are to have any chance of meeting activities such as putting forward
the Paris Agreement goals. A report resolutions at shareholder meetings can
from Oil Change International, written in have more of an influence. Yet there is
partnership with Christian Aid and little sign that notice is being taken: the
others, shows that the potential carbon ShareAction Investor Report, published
emissions from the oil, gas and coal in in 2016, indicates that companies such
the world’s currently operating fields as BP and Shell continue to pursue
and mines would take us beyond 2°C of business strategies that would lead to a
warming.2
global average temperature rise of at
least 3°C.
But the business strategies of the major
oil and gas companies are plotting a And if the only reason for investing in
course which will fail to meet the Paris fossil fuel companies is to pursue
Agreement targets, with devastating engagement, why continue to invest the
human and economic consequences.
huge amounts in these companies that
many UK Churches are currently doing?
The financial arguments for
As Carbon Tracker has said: “True
divestment
engagement needs the pressure
created by divestment. Engagement
While fossil fuel companies have without divestment is like a criminal
historically been very profitable, they legal system without a police force.”3
are an increasingly risky investment.
Since their business models are based The Methodist Church took a step
on emitting much more carbon than can closer to full divestment from fossil
safely be burned, they run the risk of fuels at its Annual Conference in June
being left with “stranded assets” – 2017, voting for the principle of
worthless fuel stocks that either divestment from fossil fuel companies
regulation will prevent from being whose business investment plans are at
burned or that can only be consumed at odds with the Paris Agreement. We
unimaginable cost to us all.
hope that other Churches will move
forward on divestment too.
Carbon Tracker, working in partnership
with several institutional investors, Not only divestment from fossil
found that five out of six of the world’s fuels, investment in the future
largest oil companies risk wasting more
than 30 per cent of potential future Along with fossil fuel divestment,
investments on projects that will never investment in clean alternatives is
be pursued, if we are to keep global essential to support the transition to
temperature rises below 2°C. And other forms of energy. Christiana
technological changes could speed up Figueres, the former UN climate chief,

has said that $1 trillion of investment in
climate action is required by 2020 to
meet the targets of the Paris
Agreement.
A growing number of fossil free funds
are now available. For example, one of
the UK’s leading fund managers, with
the Archbishop of Canterbury as Chair
of its Responsible Investment Council,
recently committed to fully divest its
“responsible” funds range, which
manage around £1.5bn in assets, by
the start of 2020.
Our Churches have an opportunity and
the responsibility to demonstrate moral
leadership, to protect the poorest and
safeguard God’s Creation for future
generations. Let us urge them to
support the transition to a brighter,
cleaner future and encourage other
investors to do the same.
References:

1 http://www.carbontracker.org/resources/
2 priceofoil.org The Sky’s Limit Sept 2016
3 http://www.carbontracker.org/divestment_engagement/

James Buchanan is the Bright Now Campaign
Manager for the Christian climate change charity
Operation Noah. To learn more about the Bright
Now campaign, including the Divest your Church
guide, visit brightnow.org.uk

How to divest your Church
1. Commit: Ask your church
leadership to make a
commitment to divest from fossil
fuels
2. Communicate: Write to national/
regional Church investors to
communicate your decision
3. Switch: Move to a 100%
renewable energy supplier
4. Reinvest: Move your investments
and/or switch to a fossil-free
bank account
(From Operation Noah’s Divest your
Church guide, available from
brightnow.org.uk)

www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Walking into the future

photo credit: Shutterstock

G

reen Journey, a renewable energy project pioneered by
Leeds Diocese is now being offered across the UK to
Churches of all denominations. Clare Redfern talked to
Jemima Parker who set up this scheme, to shrink the footprint
of Churches across the diocese.

CR: Tell me about Green Journey?
It’s an energy procurement scheme we’ve been running in
the Diocese of Leeds in partnership with Green Energy
Consulting (GEC). As Diocesan Environment Officer my role
is to assist Churches in the Diocese to take seriously the call
to care for the whole of Creation. When one of the
Archdeacons told me he was working with a procurement
consultant, Synergy Procurement, to try to find better value
energy for Churches, I got involved and stipulated that the
electricity should be 100% renewable. Synergy scoped the
project and tendered it out. Green Energy Consulting (GEC),
which specialises in the renewable electricity and carbon
neutral gas sector, were able to offer the best package for
the Diocese and we started piloting the project with them in
2015. It was a win win, as it resulted in good financial
stewardship as well.

Journey we are getting a whole package of energy measures,
not just switching supplier. Parish Buying offers a great
service to Churches and I am pleased that they are now
featuring renewable electricity and energy efficiency more.
GEC purchase energy at a negotiated rate in advance, just like
2Buy2 (which is the company that operate Parish Buying). As
GEC have a substantial commercial client base they are well
positioned to get good rates for electricity and gas from the
leading suppliers.
CR: So how does the Green Journey scheme work?
It aims to make switching to renewable energy the easy option
for Churches. Firstly, the Archdeacon or Bishop get in touch
with all the Churches and let them know about the scheme,
inviting the Church Treasurer or other representative to a
meeting to find out more. After that, GEC rings every Church
and fixes a time to visit to conduct a free energy survey, if the
Church would like one.

CR: Doesn't the C of E’s Parish Buying run something
similar with a green option?

An initial letter of authority allows GEC to get information from
their current supplier. That means they can then give an
accurate quote based on current energy use and check that
the Church is paying the right VAT. GEC found 75 churches in
the Diocese that were paying 20% rather than 5% VAT and
have reclaimed a total of £44,358 for them.

Yes, they do now have a Green Basket, but it wasn’t available
when we started the Green Journey in 2015. With the Green

Once the Church gets the quote, the PCC (Church Council)
can decide to switch or not. After the survey visit they receive

6
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£35,390 savings on electricity and £55,072 on gas. We have
about 650 Churches in the Diocese so it would be great to see
more benefiting from the scheme. Our Diocesan Office has
switched with the scheme and vacant vicarages are in too.
CR: Have there been any problems setting up the
scheme?

Bishop John, retired Bishop of Leeds takes a meter reading at St Chad's,
Headingley
credit: Jemima Parker

an Energy Opportunities Report which should help to think
through other energy saving measures.
CR That sounds like an expensive service – how much
does this cost?

It’s taken some time to refine the scheme through the pilot in
Leeds Diocese. It’s been hard work communicating firstly that
the scheme is about more than just switching to a renewable
tariff and also giving Churches confidence in a commercial
energy consultant. The pilot turned up all sorts of issues for
example we discovered that the national database for meters
has errors on it and sometimes a Church meter number can
be listed as a different building! So now GEC always checks
the meter numbers when they visit or get a photo of them so
that the right building is switched.
CR: So is the scheme now available beyond the
Diocese of Leeds, or even better, beyond the Church
of England?

Any Church anywhere can get a quote and join the Green
Journey, they just get in touch with Green Energy Consulting
info@greenjourney.org . They now have a dedicated team who
focus on their Church clients.

There are several other Dioceses now working with GEC to
deliver the Green Journey in their area and this could be
extended to any other denominations or faith groups that are
interested. In Leeds we are keen to utilise the data on energy
consumption and the information from the energy surveys to
develop a strategy to support Churches for long term
emissions reductions. We also want to get congregations
switching to renewables; the green domestic price
comparison site greenjourney.switchgasandelectric.com that
GEC have developed makes this easy for individuals.

CR So how green is the energy provided using this
scheme?

CR: This is very innovative: I wonder what motivated
you to work on such a pioneering scheme?

The electricity supplied is generated from wind, hydro and
combined heat and power under Scottish & Southern Energy’s
(SSE) 100% renewable tariff. The scheme could be criticised
for only being “light green” as SSE only produce 29% of their
electricity from renewables. However, by being price
competitive a greater number of Churches have been
engaged to think about their energy efficiency and supply. I’ve
also been impressed by SSE’s renewables development and
sustainability reporting.

I’m passionate about the Church acting on Jesus’ great
commission to “preach the gospel to the whole of Creation”
Mark 16:15. We undersell the love of God if we act as if His
redemption is for people alone. Sometimes we need tools to
make this a message of hope, not a burden for Churches. We
need to work towards Churches having the lights on and being
warm and welcoming, as well as having low carbon
emissions.

Neither the Church nor the Diocese have to pay any additional
fees for the Green Journey package as GEC recovers their
costs from the energy supplier. It’s the same set up that most
energy brokers use to fund their services and Parish Buying is
financed in the same way.

www.greenjourney.org
CR: So by how much have you been “shrinking the
footprint” of Churches in Leeds diocese?
On average each Church that has switched is making an annual
carbon reduction of two tonnes of CO2, that’s equivalent to
6,000 car miles or a return flight to Sydney. 128 Churches
have switched either electric or gas, or both, with a total of

Jemima Parker was a geography teacher. She took
time out to raise a family, and now works part time
as the Environment Officer for the Anglican Diocese
of Leeds. She is a Trustee of Hope for the Future
and Zero Carbon Harrogate.

www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Worship as if Creation mattered
An Eco Church case study from Baildon Methodist Church, Bradford.
electricity usage to 10% of 2005 levels),
and install very bright LED lights
throughout the rooms where I had
introduced energy-saving gloom. Thus
my replacement has gained far more
popularity than me and our eco-work is
now regarded with favour. Moreover, our
sanctuary now has zero carbon
emissions because we have installed
infrared electrical heating and turned off
the gas.
We have a huge building programme for
which we have raised over £500,000 so
far. We began this with a Vision Group;
then a Future Building Group (a double
entendre of course), and now a Big Fund
which has committed the Church to
demolishing one ancient hut and
Design for the passivhaus newbuild at Baildon Methodist replacing it with a Passivhaus two-storey
building called the Fold. We are building
n 2006 I drew up a job description for electricity. The aim, of course, was to our people as well, attracting younger
a Church Eco-officer and asked for reduce CO2 emissions, but I was families because we are facing the future
applications. When no one applied, I gradually gaining approval by reducing by embracing technological innovations.
did so myself and, amazingly, was the bills. The Church Treasurer was
appointed! That gave me a platform to particularly helpful; he soon agreed to We are a triple-certificated Ecomeasure our gas and electricity use Ecotricity and Good Energy to congregation now, and most of us are
consumption, and set up a Green Fund, supply green electricity, especially as proud of this. Some still do not see it as
whereby folk were invited to pay a their prices approached the average for part of a Bible-based Christian mission.
As a local preacher, I preach ecocertain sum for their flights, car journeys the market.
theology, which I define as the study of
and domestic gas usage to compensate
for their CO2 emissions. Using this Not everyone was delighted: some said God as if Creation mattered. Certainly
money we built a porch on our church they were cold in church; some said they the whole circuit of 16 Churches knows
café, which substantially reduced the could hardly see in the areas where I had about eco-theology, many understand it
draughts. By applying for grants I was reduced the lumens from the lights. and a fair few support it enthusiastically.
able to insulate all the doors (which could After five years when I resigned, my
at best be described as ornate Victorian replacement almost immediately raised
‘draught generators’), halve the wattage £14,000 for PV panels on the roof. As
of some lights, and install weather the Church Treasurer was delighted at
compensation equipment on the gas the savings on the electricity bills, he
boilers.
allowed the new Eco-officer to use the
Feed-in Tariff income for further ecoJohn Anderson is a Methodist Local Preacher in
I was thus able to save in five years one improvements. This generates well over Bradford North Circuit. He is a co-founder of
third of the Church's expenditure on gas £1000 a year and has enabled us to put Baildon Friends of the Earth, which set up the
Glenaire Primary School Run on Sun Fun(d)
and one tenth of its expenditure on LED lights in the church (reducing Charitable Trust.

I
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PRAYER

A Light Landing
Luke 12.22-34
Creator Spirit
out of nothing ness
no thingness
a cosmos of intricate harmony
and elegant balance emerged.
How is it that we can walk past butterfly wings –
our minds filled with weightier matters –
and not drop to our knees
in reverie?
In this season of confusion,
blow us about in the winds of Spirit,
that we might catch a ride and land
on the green leaf of your choosing…
There to nothing more,
and nothing less,
than enjoy the sheer miracle
of being…
Alive
and awake
to the gift of our existence
and the love that fashions butterfly wings.
Help us to rest in this grace,
Amen.
Adapted with permission from
If Darwin Prayed: Prayers for Evolutionary Mystics,
Bruce Sanguin (2010)

No wonder the prophet weeps yet –
We begin again, but not innocent…
As we begin, the powers of globalization surge;
there are victims, but we are mostly beneficiaries.
There are wars and rumours of wars,
there are victims, but we are likely perpetrators.
There is violence, towards women and children, towards the poor
violence which refuses to forgive,
and we are a mix
of victim and perpetrator.
The democratic process continues
but it is mostly devoid of gravitas.
and our alarm is modest.
No wonder there is fear, reams of despair, and acres of weeping!
And we feebly watch for you and wait.
Teach us how to weep while we wait,
and how to hope while we weep,
and how to care while we hope… Amen
Before a series of lectures on Jeremiah from
Awed to Heaven, Rooted in Earth: Prayers of Walter Brueggemann,
Fortress Press (2003) with permission.
www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Buying a Better Planet
Spending wisely can have as much of an impact on the planet as your pocket,
argues Eve Poole

illustration credit: Jeremy Hogarth

issue now, imagine geopolitics then,
when your children are grandparents.
What a legacy we are leaving them.
So what could we do, and why is money
part of the answer? Because money is
currency. Have you ever thought about
what it means when you spend your
money? Is it spent? Of course not. It
travels. The New Economics Foundation
have devised a clever tool to track this,
called
the
Local
Multiplier
3
methodology. It varies a little by area,
but to give you an example, their study
in Northumberland found that every £1
spent with a local supplier was worth
£1.76 to the local economy, and only
36p if it was spent in a chain-store or
national brand. This is because local
businesses tend to spend their money
locally too. Imagine that everyone in your
town had blue ink on their hands: how
blue could each pound coin you spend
get before it ends up in a bank vault or
offshore? And supporting local supply
chains would certainly shrink your
carbon footprint by reducing the food
miles and transportation costs involved.

I

wonder what you think money is? When
we travel abroad, we call it currency.
And it is this sense of flow, of energy,
that I’d like to address. Specifically, how
we can use the energy of money to help
the planet, rather than to contribute
towards its accelerating demise.

It is clear that the task is getting
increasingly urgent. Just as we were
embarking on another “hottest summer
yet”, Donald Trump withdrew the US
10
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from the Paris Climate Agreement. While
he fiddles, the planet burns. In the past
the weather was something that God
made, but we are making it now. Even
with the target of a 2 degree cap on the
increase in global warming, London,
New York, Rio de Janeiro and Shanghai
may be submerged by the year 2100.
And because vast parts of the world will
either be flooded or rendered too hot for
habitation, world populations will be on
the move. So if you think migration is an

Your money acts like a vote. The more
something gets voted for, the more it
happens, which is why over time the
market tends to end up just meeting the
needs of the rich and powerful. But you
can use your votes more carefully than
this. You can send your money on its
way rejoicing, so that its energy
multiplies. One example of Christian
activism in this area is the story of the
Fair Trade movement. Famously started
in the UK in the 1970s by students from
Durham, by 1998, the fair trade market
in the UK was worth around £17million
annually. During the noughties the

FEATURE
market multiplied exponentially, and is
now worth over £1billion a year. In
coffee alone, Fairtrade now accounts for
almost a quarter of the UK’s roast and
ground market. Fair trade bananas were
only introduced in 1996. Now a third of
the bananas we buy are Fairtrade, so in
the UK we eat 3,000 fairtrade bananas
every minute. It doesn’t really take that
long to transform whole sectors by
creating an entirely new segment, if we
just chose positively at the checkout.
Which organisations are your green
heroes and how can you “vote” for them
in your weekly shop?
And as well as spending positively, you
can avoid enterprises you dislike.
Consumer boycotts have a noble history,
from the historical sugar and chocolate
boycotts over the slave trade and
indentured labour, to boycotts of
Apartheid South Africa when I was a
student. Modern campaigns over animal
testing,
the
fur
trade,
poor
environmental and fishing practices,
sweatshop labour, and human rights
abuses, have resulted in several
company climb-downs, in the face of
falling sales and negative publicity;
social media has made it even easier for
these campaigns to hit home. Which
organisations are your eco-villains? Can
you move your custom elsewhere?
You can focus hard on what you actually
buy. When you throw something “away”,
do you ever think about where “away”
actually is? On land, that place is China.
We sell our rubbish to them. China is
importing more than three million tonnes
of plastic and 15 million tonnes of paper
and board a year from the wasteful
West. And we send them our landfill too,
because it’s cheaper to poison their
water table than to poison ours. In the
oceans, there are so-called “trash
vortices” in each of the five major
oceanic gyres, each estimated to be the
size of Texas. They reckon that by 2050
there will be more plastic in the sea than

illustration credit: Jeremy Hogarth

fish. The bottom line is this: if you can’t reduce by 5%, coal by 11%, and natural
reuse it or recycle it, why are you buying gas by 8%; and that the UK’s extraction
it?
of oil and gas would reduce by 17%.
And do you love buying presents for
others? Could you buy them an
experience instead? In 2006, the
Comino Foundation commissioned a
report
from
the
Cambridge
econometricians CEBR to model the
effect on the environment, if there was a
shift away from the consumption of
manufactured goods towards increased
consumption
of
services
and
“experiences”. Their model showed that
even a 10% shift towards the
“weightless” economy would reduce
greenhouse gases by 6%, because
intellectual, aesthetic, spiritual, physical
and social activities, rather than the
purchase of material goods, consume
fewer of the Earth’s natural resources.
Specifically, their model suggested that
the consumption of electricity would

{

You can focus hard
on what you actually
buy. When you throw
something “away”,
do you ever think
about where “away”
actually is? On land,
that place is China.

As Christians, we are people in
relationship – in community with each
other, and with the planet. Loving our
neighbour as ourselves includes this
relationship too. So next time you rinse
out a can for recycling, perhaps you
could make it a prayer of thanks for the
home God made for us to live in. Being
green is a faith priority, not just a good
behaviour. As part of that journey, could
I invite you to undertake a new financial
project? I call it “greening” your bank
statement. It is the process of
redeeming each and every transaction
you make. One day, when every
transaction on it is a positive vote for the
planet and for global flourishing, we will
finally become the kingdom builders we
were designed to be.

Eve Poole writes about theology and capitalism
for the William Temple Foundation and the St
Paul's Institute. Her most recent books are
Capitalism's Toxic Assumptions (2015) and
Leadersmithing (2017) both with Bloomsbury.
http://evepoole.com/
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What makes us consume as we do?

G

reen Christian’s Joy in Enough (JiE) project is developing a learning programme for use in Churches, on college courses,
or any forum in which concerned people can explore how we might all live together in happiness and fulfilment without
endangering the future of our common home.

At our Big Workshop on Nov 18th in Sheffield we are presenting a module ‘What makes us consume as we do?’ developed
by our JiE colleague, theologian John Daniels. In the two following articles, Peter Grimwood draws creatively on theology and
poetry to consider this topic, whilst Tony Emerson considers a more “left-brain” social science-based standpoint.

Marketing, Adverts and our attachment to Stuff
Tony Emerson

photo credit: Shutterstock

To understand the pressures on us to consume as we do, in
affluent British society today, we need look at a number of
factors:
The rise and rise of marketing techniques

of adverts on Radio Eireann like “cakes by Gateaux made
from fresh fruit, butter and eggs”! But our children and
grandchildren receive advertising messages on which £20
billion is spent each year in the UK – that’s £300 per person
on average.

Firstly, the volume of “marketing messaging” has increased
hugely in recent decades and employs ever increasingly
subtle and sophisticated techniques. My early memories are

But advertising is only the most visible tip of this powerful
consumption-promoting machine. Other “levers” in that
complex machine include market research, market

12
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segmentation & product differentiation – these three levers
together work towards identifying the vulnerabilities of
different sets of people and targeting them with “irresistible
offers”. Using software that tracks online searches, this
advertising can be embedded within our browsing online
forming a constant siren call to consumption.
Marketing tends to be quite specifically targeted at specific
niches or market segments. Not just at the rich who have
lots of disposable income, but the more vulnerable and
insecure in society are also targeted: migrants, people who
have suffered family break-up or job-loss, generally people
who are in some sort of transition in their lives. The young
are especially vulnerable to marketing messaging as they
tend to spend more time in front of TV, computer and
smartphone screens – all powerful media at the service of
such “messaging”.
Then we have frequent model and fashion changes, and
designed-in product obsolescence – ensuring people feel
compelled to buy updated or more fashionable items.
Among many other facets of marketing are product
placement and product and corporate promotions.

that we even feel a sense of bereavement and loss when
they are taken away from us...”

{

Looking for solutions
Let’s consider some solutions; and not only urgently,
because of the escalating ecological damage and human
unhappiness caused by this hyper-marketing, but also
carefully because of the powerful forces we are dealing
with. We are in a new and hazardous terrain. Here I just
suggest some routes out to be explored:

•

Increase awareness of the extent to which people are
being “got at” or targeted: to this end we need to use
the school curricula, the church pulpits, or any media
columns we can access.

•

Limiting screen time for children, as advocated by the
American Academy of Paediatrics on health grounds: the
AAP suggests one hour per day for primary school
children, two hours for secondary school pupils.

•

Much stronger regulation including the power to limit the
amount of this “messaging”, and to challenge false
marketing claims.

Loans and debts
Other powerful factors augment and reinforce the marketing
messaging. One is the “printing” of money by the banks, in
the form of loans to people to facilitate new purchases;
loans that are not backed up by customer savings, loans
that contribute to debt problem. The Bank of England is
worried because household debt is rising again, with loans
for car purchases rising fastest.
A less tangible consumption-reinforcing factor is the cult of
novelty. New is good, modern is good, post-modern even
better, that which is not new is “so last year”; the current
economic system would not survive if people thought
differently.
Coping under pressure?
We need to be aware of the impact of these pressures. Not
just the impact on our environment of the excessive
production required to feed these contrived wants. These
pressures also impact on us as people. For many of us our
stuff has become part of who we are. We feel such a sense
of attachment to the latest fashions, cars, or smart phones
that these possessions have become part of our “extended
selves”.
Tim Jackson in Prosperity without Growth states “Our
attachments to material things can sometimes be so strong

Marketing tends to be quite
specifically targeted at specific
niches or market segments. Not
just the rich who have lots of
disposable income, but the more
vulnerable and insecure in
society are also targeted.

Most fundamentally, as Christians we should offer
alternative routes to happiness and well-being. Consumption
in response to status anxiety and marketing pressures does
not make anyone better off. Quiet time in the garden or the
park or the church, does, as does time spent with family and
friends, and in local groups.
When someone starts talking to me about their fly-drive trip
to New Zealand at a social event, I change the subject to my
beloved Dulwich Hamlet FC, winner of the Football
Foundation Community Club of the Year. Let’s see the
Church contributing to a renaissance in local community led
activities: choirs, drama clubs, football teams, park friends
groups, history societies and offer an alternative to harmful
consumption.
Continued on page 14
www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Reordering our souls?

experience no deep and lasting satisfaction as a
consequence of this appeasement of our appetites.

Peter Grimwood finds wisdom from
across the centuries

Where then is a remedy to be found? Coleridge writing with
real prophetic insight described our disorder and the
remedy for it in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.2 Some of
us learned it off by heart when in school but we have paid
insufficient heed to its message.

It would be easy to give way to discouragement. A large
proportion of the world’s population lack the basics needed
for an adequate life: clean water, shelter, food, education
and yet at the same time the world’s economies are
breaching the limits that the environment imposes upon us
all. To adopt and adapt Kate Raworth’s metaphor, the
doughnut is being squeezed in all directions.1
Leonard Cohen challenges us:

Things are going to slide, slide in all directions
Won’t be nothing you can measure anymore
The blizzard, the blizzard of the world
Has crashed the threshold
And it has overturned the order of the soul
When they said, Repent, Repent
I wonder what they meant?
His question is a very good one. It’s also a very old one. It
demands an answer and prophets have been giving answers
over literally thousands of years.
Take Samuel Taylor Coleridge for instance who at the turn of
the 18th and 19th centuries saw that the root causes of the
slave trade was the profits arising from the sale of
commodities like sugar for which there was an insatiable
consumer demand and which was produced by slave labour.
He wasn’t alone. John Woolman, the Quaker prophet,
preaching and teaching in America some years earlier
denounced the appetite for what he called “superfluities”;
these he identified as the root cause of many social evils
including especially the slave trade. So you see we’ve been
here before.
Coleridge’s case is a particularly interesting one because
not only did he point to some of the evil consequences of
consumerism he also suffered the consequences of
addiction in his own person. He suffered in his own health,
his personal relationships and the diminishment of his
creative powers.
When Leonard Cohen sings about “the blizzard of the world”
we recognise consumerism, corruption, trade in
superfluities and addiction – everything that diminishes the
quality of our lives. Coleridge and Woolman pointed to
human slavery as a consequence but we are aware of even
greater evils. We know that distorted human appetites are
leading to ecological catastrophe. The order of the world
and the order of our souls has been disturbed and we are
releasing forces that could destroy our way of life. Yet we
14
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Coleridge wrote the poem as a young man but the truth of
his insights were paradoxically not fully revealed to him until
later in life. Indeed he was to trace in his own life a journey
from a fall symbolised in the poem by the death of the
albatross, to penance and then restoration to wholeness
and a true and lasting joy. At the end of the poem he
concludes with words, which I once thought trite but I now
acknowledge to be a profound response to our societal and
social disorders:

He prayeth best, who loveth best
All things both great and small
For the dear God who loveth us
He made and loveth all.
Coleridge wrote at the dawn of the industrial revolution but
such insights into our soul sickness had already been
revealed by the Psalmist in Psalm 73. This describes a
transition from reliance upon wealth and acquisitiveness as
the source of well-being, with envy and condemnation of the
rich, to something ultimately better and more truly joyful.
The source of true and lasting joy is found in a divine
invitation to reorder our desires.
Whom have I in heaven but You?
And Earth has nothing I desire besides You.
God is the strength of my heart
and my portion forever. (Ps 73.25-26)
Some people dismiss Christian environmentalism as trendy
left wing thinking which distorts the gospel. To them I would
only say that it was already there in the Bronze Age – in the
prophetic wisdom of the Bible.

References:

1. see book review of Doughnut Economics by Kate Raworth on p25
2. See Mariner by Malcolm Guite (2017) Random House
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Collaborators in Creation
a weekend retreat with Paul Maiteny
by Clare Redfern
Green Christian’s retreat in June entitled “Learning to Live in
Earth as our Common Home: Teilhard de Chardin and
ecological living as spiritual life” was once again held at
Ringsfield Hall. Paul Maiteny, an ecologist, anthropologist and
transpersonal psychotherapist led us through a thoughtprovoking weekend.
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, a Jesuit priest and one of the
pioneers of eco-faith, believed fervently in the holiness of the
Earth, and the spiritual and the material being one. As he
wrote, “We are not human beings having a spiritual experience
but spiritual beings having a human experience.” Growing
ecological awareness of the interconnectedness of all things
finds a deep resonance in Teilhard’s writing.
On Friday evening, Paul Maiteny gave us an overview of his
personal spiritual and ecological journey. Formative
experiences included several years spent living with a Tuareg
community in Saharan Africa, and a 30 day Ignatian retreat;
he incorporated elements of the Ignatian four stages of
spiritual formation into the retreat.
Saturday started with a gripping and alarming BBC
documentary, Prisoners of the Sun. Though made in the
1990s this seemed as relevant as ever today (and it can be
viewed in full on YouTube). Its central premise is that, as
animals who have evolved to fight for food and territory in
order to survive, we have a deep-rooted tendency to push for
domination within our planet’s ecosystems. However, unlike
most animals, who do not over-consume, humans possess a
seemingly unquenchable appetite for enhancing their status
and power by exploiting resources.
Developing competitive consumerist societies we have put a
price on everything: forests, land, seas, fish have been
reduced to mere commodities. Their intrinsic worth, that
sense of the sanctity of all things, as emphasised by Teilhard
in all his writing, is diminished. It is the “bottled sunshine” of
oil, coal, gas (continued in other technologies such as
nuclear) that enables this relentless consumption, making
necessities out of luxuries, with catastrophic consequences
for the ecological health of the planet.
It was difficult to grapple with this message of our complicity
in the damage being wreaked on the Earth’s ecosphere.
Humans, possibly uniquely among evolved animals, have
developed capacity for reflective self-consciousness, for
choice and creativity, yet we have become the harming (and
self-harming) part of the universe.

Yet, this is in essence the story of the Fall in Genesis, which
leads to the separation of humans from the “garden” (a life in
harmony and balance with our surroundings) and then the
development of conscious awareness of our creative ability to
choose to bring about either good or harm. Paul likened our
anguish to the first Ignatian discipline: acknowledging our
sense of sin, recognising that “something’s not right in the
world” and that we are contributing to it. Only in doing this can
we begin to develop an awareness of how we can act in a
better way and find our purpose.
Fortunately the beautiful surroundings at Ringsfield provided a
rich source of inspiration in pondering this dilemma and we
were encouraged to make contemplative explorations in the
grounds and consider our role, our niche. What spoke to us
and challenged us, and what we were yearning for?
In Laudato Si’, Pope Francis alludes to this: “The external
deserts in the world are growing, because the internal deserts
have become so vast”, and stresses the need for “a profound
interior conversion” (para 271).
“This is our work”, wrote Teilhard, to return to what we really
are, generating a conscious harmony, as “collaborators in
Creation”. It is in humans rediscovering their place in the
planet’s ecosystem that we will be able to overcome the
relentless drive to consume – in a search to satisfy our need to
belong, to connect. There is a clear call to readjust or realign
our place in nature, not as observers but as participants. Our
task is not to save the planet but rather our souls.

“Love alone is capable of uniting beings in
such a way as to complete and fulfil them, and
joins them by what is deepest in themselves.”
Teilhard de Chardin

www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Another Way is Possible
Benedict Bowmaker explores the potential of soil, silence and service

In the vegetable garden at Turvey Abbey

W

hilst inequality and social division in the UK were
brought to the fore by the Grenfell Tower disaster
earlier this year, it is important to remember that the
Earth teaches us all we need to understand about our interconnectedness and inter-dependence on all life. Too often we
think of other humans as our primary teachers, but the Earth
can teach us about change, about loss and grief, death and
transformation, in a unique way. The soil scientist, Bruce Ball
in his book, The Landscape Below, conjectures that “organic
matter resembles our own energy and vitality. If these
processes work in a healthy body they make us resilient to all
kinds of stresses.” He writes “just as organic matter is what
holds the soil together, perhaps there is an invisible ‘glue’ that
holds people together in families and communities, such as
the shared activities of work, eating and drinking, rituals and
religion.”

For three years, we have been running a programme called
Soil, Silence and Service at the Benedictine Monastery of
Christ Our Saviour, Turvey in Bedfordshire. We welcome the
powerful and the poor to come, to reconnect, both to
themselves and one another through a deep engagement with
16
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the land. We offer time to listen, a place for quiet, for activity
and a still point for reflection.
Once a month, people arrive at the monastery from all over
and share in a weekend of working off the land, growing food
sustainably, sharing meals and learning to listen with their
hearts. We meditate twice daily and each month new people
are welcomed and regular guests increasingly feel they are
joining a family. Around us are the unmistakable reminders
that we are in a monastery. The regular Offices of the day
provide balance and help in the deep re-rooting of our being
to something undefined yet, to my way of thinking, profoundly
sacred. However, no one is obliged to attend; this is an
ecumenical project that welcomes all, faith or no faith.
It is clear that our way of life must change if we want our
children and our children’s children to have a future. Yet, it is
doubtful that the change needed can come solely through
campaigning and protest, or politics as usual. There must
surely also be a co-ordinated movement of people
demonstrating an alternative way of living that is both
effective and sustainable. We believe initiatives like ours,

FEATURE
rooted in the sacredness of friendship with each other and the
Earth, could be the inspiration for such a movement.
Greater wealth and endless growth are not what is needed to
reduce our inequalities and dividedness. Understanding that
we are all homeless, we all suffer and we all are rooted in a
poverty of spirit is an important level of awareness to reach in
order to collectively find our way home. The illusion that we
are somehow safe and protected from the wilderness, both
metaphysically and literally, is just that, an illusion. Strip away
many of our creature comforts and what are we left with: our
humanity and our inter-dependence with all life.
In September 2008 my Cambridge-based business was about
to be bought by a European manufacturing company for
£15.5m. Then Lehman’s Bank collapsed, the European
partner pulled out, global markets went into freefall and within
six months my company was in voluntary administration. From
that point on, what I had believed was rock in my life, proved
to be otherwise. My illusions and self-delusions were seen for
what they were.
I had become accustomed to persuading anyone who would
care to listen, that I was investible, credible and our
technology was world beating. Yet two years later, leading
group mediation sessions to homeless people at a night
shelter in Hounslow, I saw in their brokenness, my own
brokenness. I realised it is not just the poor and destitute who
Benedict Bowmaker

Photo credit: Andrew Fox

are broken. We are all broken. We have become a divided
society riven with inequality and loneliness.
Be you powerful or poor, we share the same brokenness and
it is our ability to accept and recognize this and our
willingness to re-connect to the thread that connects us all
that truly frees us to start living more fully. The powerful need
the poor as much as the poor need the powerful. We have so
much to learn from one another.
And within the monastery’s walled kitchen garden, we are
starting that learning process, learning to live in harmony with
the soil, with each other and to work the land as a sacred act.
We teach people to become gardeners of their hearts.
Consumerism and our endless need to satisfy daily desires
and impulses are quelled for a short while and in its place,
space emerges for community, for friendship and for the quiet
work of deep listening. It is through, as St Benedict says in
The Rule, the “listening with the ear of your heart”, that we
create a space for the powerful and poor to re-connect. From
here, a shift takes place. This is the re-orientation of our whole
being and transcends any one faith system or teaching.
Brother Herbert, aged 96

Photo credit: Andrew Fox

Continued on page 18
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Pope Francis’ echoes our vision in his encyclical, Laudato Si’:

Now, as our monthly community grows and begins to attract
the interest of mental health professionals and NHS Trusts, I
suspect that we have barely scraped the surface of what
could be achieved. Transforming rehabilitation and
contributing to the delivery of public services with new models
of co-operation and connection, offers one way to
demonstrate that another way is possible.

“The urgent challenge to protect our common home includes
a concern to bring the whole human family together to seek a
sustainable and integral development, for we know that things
can change. The Creator does not abandon us; He never
forsakes His loving plan or repents of having created us.
Humanity still has the ability to work together in building our
common home”.

Having led a life driven by creating and desiring wealth, I now
see money and wealth creation as a distraction if not rooted
in a purpose greater than ourselves. Some inequality is a
natural and inevitable dynamic within a free society. What is
not natural, nor inevitable, although it has come to be
synonymous with inequality, is dis-connection, disengagement and indifference between those with huge wealth
and privilege and those with nothing.

Benedict Bowmaker founded Soil, Silence and
Service, a developing community of individuals from
all walks of life, who share in the desire to
understand two things. Firstly, how and why we have
become, as individuals, so disconnected from
ourselves and the natural environment and secondly,
how, by reconnecting to the soil, might we all be
moved to take direct action in our communities to
reduce the gap between the rich and poor.

Tidying up the strawberry patch

For enquiries about Soil, Silence and Service, email soilsilenceandservice@gmail.com or via Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/soilsilenceservice/
18
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Engagement and Transition:
a view from the CofE’s Church Commissioners

T

he Church of England National Investing Bodies, (NIBS)
has long held concerns about the trajectory of global
greenhouse gas emissions, and the risks associated
with global average temperatures increasing above 2°C.
These concerns have formed the basis of our continued
efforts to support the decarbonisation of the global
economy.

In 2015, the NIBs adopted a new climate change policy,
grounded in theology and the science of climate change,
which aims to assist the transition to a low carbon economy.
It was overwhelmingly endorsed by General Synod, with 255
votes cast in favour and none against. As a result of the
policy, the Church’s National Investing Bodies disinvested
from the most polluting fossil fuel companies i.e. those that
generated more than 10% of their revenue from thermal coal
and tar sands.
However, the key commitment within the policy was to play
our part in supporting the transition to a low carbon economy
by engaging with companies and policy-makers.
To support the implementation of our policy, we established
earlier this year, a global initiative, the Transition Pathway
Initiative (TPI), with the London School of Economics,
Grantham Research Institute. The Initiative evaluates
corporate practices and future projected performance on
climate change (actual likely future emissions) and provides
us, and other asset owners, with a clear structured
framework for engagement and for escalation in the event of
our engagement not being effective.
Since the launch of TPI we have been able to gain the support
of asset owners and fund managers from across the world
with over £4 trillion in funds under management. This is
considerably greater than the approximately £10 billion we
manage (in aggregate) on the behalf of beneficiaries and
indicates the leadership that the Church can play as an
investor in the market.

commitments within the UN process, show that fossil fuels
will continue to be an important component in the global
energy mix for several more decades. The key is that it will
be a declining component. Therefore, it is imperative to
understand what transition means for each sector and in turn
which companies are best placed to manage that transition.
TPI will clearly show this and enables us to play our part in
encouraging and supporting companies to transition. The
transparency and public availability of the TPI assessments
on the LSE website also enables the wider market to take
account of this analysis.
We firmly believe that with tools such as TPI providing clarity
about the transition companies need to make, we can use
our voice as a shareholder seeking change in company
performance. Strategic corporate engagement is a powerful
tool to be rendered ineffective by disinvesting further at this
time. Understanding what transition means for each sector is
the key. Understanding which companies are positioned to
transition and indeed which are transitioning is key. Using our
voice as a shareholder seeking change against specific
transparent analysis is key. Supporting those that are
transitioning is key. Lastly, retaining the right to disinvest if
companies are unresponsive is key, and as evidenced when
announcing the policy in 2015, we are willing to do so.
We will therefore also continue to use our voting rights and
rights to file shareholder resolutions with some of the world’s
largest fossil fuel companies to further drive the change we
want to see. Our active engagement and voting record,
provide greater leverage and influence than we could ever
hope to achieve by acting alone or by simply selling our
holdings.

Adam Matthews is Head of Engagement for the
Church Commissioners and Church of England
Pensions Board.

Our approach, informed by the London School of Economics,
is based upon the future energy scenarios of the International
Energy Agency (IEA). Each scenario which plots the most
efficient transition to a low carbon world and the
www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Investing in the Future
Isobel Murdoch shares the latest news from local groups
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R

eflecting on a theme of this issue
of Green Christian magazine –
money and investment – local
groups seem like investors too.
Investors of a different kind, maybe; this
is positive investment in the future.
Groups invest time and ideas in the
environment movement and, more
specifically, in their communities and
Churches.

All this links with thoughts on true
wealth, on environmental economics, on
monetising nature, on the need for new
perspectives. Nature writing may help
with this. I have just started The Moth
Snowstorm by Michael McCarthy, in
which the author explores the need for a
response to nature to reawaken us to
turn the tide of decline. Another lyrical
book is Robert Macfarlane’s The Wild
Places, in which every sentence glows
20
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with seeing: “a sparrowhawk sculling low
over a garden... the fall of evening light
on a stone, or a pigeon feather caught
on a strand of spider’s silk and twirling in
mid-air”.

At Wychling in Kent, a newer GC group,
a Wild Church initiative is inspiring 7-13
year olds to care for Creation, through
Bible learning, outdoor activities and
craft sessions.

And experiencing Creation is at the heart Milton Keynes’ GC group, which has
of local groups’ events.
decided to run more informally, held a
walk around Tring’s College Lake
The name “bioblitz” was first coined 20 Reservoir. Hereford organised an outing
years ago to denote a hands-on to a community farm, and Clun enjoyed
species survey, and the phenomenon the autumn shades on the acers in the
has grown with many public events garden of a group member. Two GC
held every year. All Saints Church in members in Reading attended an event
Clifton was the setting for a bioblitz in in the community garden at St Luke’s
August. Using techniques like bark- Church during the return exchange visit
brushing and sieving, sweeping and of the Bishop of Vaxjo in Sweden.
beating uncovered the churchyard’s
biodiversity, with a Bedfordshire Clun’s annual Green Weekend this year
Natural History Society nature table as took the theme of soil, with proceeds
well.
sent to the Soil Association. Highlighting
soil’s complex structures, samples of

LOCAL GROUPS
mycorrhizal fungi were distributed with
explanatory leaflets on their symbiotic
relationship with trees, feeding on and
feeding tree roots. Sunday worship
explored the theme, and there was also
a swapshop event.

in different ways. The Milton Keynes
group contact attended the JRI
conference this year, and Shrewsbury’s
leader has attended events like the
International Eisteddfod to publicise the
Zero Waste campaign. Hereford’s
leader organised a guided nature walk
around Bodenham Lake in her role as
Secretary of Churches Together, helping
to build environmental awareness in a
different setting.

Another group experiencing the natural
world was St Ives in Cambridgeshire,
which enjoyed an outing to an open day
at A Rocha’s Foxearth Meadows Nature
Reserve, in a very rural setting on the
Questions like divestment or waste or
Suffolk/Essex border.
energy may seem quite remote from the
All group activities draw on nature, actual everyday lived experience of
whether directly like these, or more nature – a world away from soil’s microindirectly. Contributing to the wider organisms, or a sparrowhawk in flight.
picture, working with others, whether But all are so very deeply interwoven and
locally or in the green movement, was a interdependent, as are economic
theme which cropped up again and realities.
again in my recent calls with leaders and
contacts. Sometimes this is seen And so GC groups may be active in
through groups working directly with different ways. Shrewsbury organised
other groups, as in Reading, where GC a conference on Operation Noah’s fossil
members have recently attended a fuel divestment campaign, Bright Now.
course run by Christian Concern for One The St Ives group went behind the
World, or in Leighton Buzzard, where scenes at a recycling facility in
co-operation with the local Friends of the Waterbeach, seeing the different stages
Earth branch has opened up new of the operation at first hand and
opportunities and led to real progress. learning new answers to many
Working together on the Low Carbon questions to publicise in their Church
Leighton Buzzard and Linslade initiative, magazine.
they have recently held two events
promoting the construction of zero- I attended a Faith and Environment
carbon and low-energy homes. The first event organised by Lincoln’s local
event, hosted by a local Church, contacts. Taking place in Edward King
featured talks by experts on the building House near the Cathedral, the day
technology and battery storage needed, interwove the main talks with “open
while the second was a day conference space” sessions on themes like
for local businesses and council housing divestment, community energy and
and planning workers, hosted by the Forest Church. The whole programme
town’s FE college. Exciting new ideas were was inspiring and thoughtful, and I really
explored: a new direction for housing, job enjoyed hearing new perspectives.
creation and low-energy living.
And while there’s still indifference, group
The Low Carbon initiative has planned an leaders tell me of growing awareness in
evening outing to a wildlife-friendly farm, the wider Church. Wychling hosted a
while supporting a planning proposal for day for the Diocese of Canterbury’s
a large wind turbine is a key priority – in environment forum, looking at resource
use in a Church with no electricity or
the face of considerable opposition.
water, but with portable composting
And sometimes co-operation is seen toilets. Shrewsbury’s leader told me
through particular group leaders active that the West Midlands Synod of the

United Reformed Church is hoping to
become an Eco Synod.
As Green Christian explores a new way
of working with members, local links will
be more needed than ever. One local
group or contact in every county would
really help; could you contribute to this
goal? Would you like GC to provide more
help, more specific ideas on acting as a
local contact? Email or ring me.
So, will using the language of economics
reverse decline? Or do we need to
prioritise a truer, more lasting wealth
and use a new language? For “Where
does understanding dwell? No mortal
comprehends its worth...It cannot be
bought with the finest gold...onyx or
lapis lazuli...Coral and jasper are not
worthy of mention…” (Job 28:12-18).
Isobel Murdoch
isobel.murdoch@greenchristian.org.uk
01790 763603

Join Now
If you wish to become a member of Green
Christian or subscribe to Green Christian the
magazine only, please fill in this form and send
with your remittance to: Green Christian
Membership, Richard and Nicky Kierton, Flat 1,
31 St James Terrace, Buxton SK17 6HS
To join online, visit www.greenchristian.org.uk
Please tick:
Standard Membership £30
Concessionary Rate (low income) £12
Joint/Family/Corporate £40
Green Christian (the magazine only) £20
Church Membership (recommended) £40
Name
Address

Postcode
(GC84)
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GC NEWS
JiE appointments
Green Christian’s Joy in Enough initiative
has recruited two part time staff.

Women’s World Day of Prayer
Planning for the 2018 Women’s World
Day of Prayer is underway with a
service planned by the Christian Women
of Suriname on the subject of Caring
For God’s Creation. Four Christian
environmental charities: A Rocha, Green
Christian, Live Simply (part of CAFOD)
and Operation Noah are all getting
involved to offer support.
Green Christian members might like to
get involved in their local WWDP
events, using GC’s resources (order
from our Information Officer).

Jeremy Williams is the new Content
Editor who will be developing JiE’s
online presence.
Jeremy, who is a freelance writer and
GC at Greenbelt
website developer, writes: “I've been
involved in new economics discussions
for a decade or so, with a whole variety
of organisations. When the chance
came up to help create a faith-based
movement around new economics, that
sounded like a great opportunity.
Economics is not something we talk
about much in the Church, but there’s a
Judith Allinson, Green Christian Web Editor, and
deep pool of experience in Green
Natalie Bennett, with Ruth Jarman of Operation Noah.
Christian to call on and I'm looking
forward to the challenge.”
Once again Green Christian was at the
Greenbelt festival at Boughton Park
near Kettering over the August Bank
Holiday weekend. Greenbelt describes
itself as a festival of arts, faith and
justice, and our exhibition stand was
well supported by volunteers, and
helped us to reach a receptive
audience. Unexpected visitors to the
stall included the Archbishop of
Hilary Blake is New Project Development Polynesia, and Natalie Bennett, former
Officer and will be working on the long
Leader of the Green Party, who were
term financial sustainability of JiE.
both speaking at the festival.
Hilary says, “I’m really glad to be
working in a job where my diverse
previous work experience with Christian
Aid, the Iona Community and the
University of York is all relevant. I’d love
to hear from any Green Christian
readers who have contacts with
potential funders such as grant-making
trusts and foundations. Please email
hilaryblake@greenchristian.org.uk”
These appointments are supported by
JiE’s funding from the Passionist order.
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Dr Winston Halapua, Archbishop of Polynesia is now
receiving GC's e-news!

GC On The Road
Green Christian is organising a series of
“On the Road” Events around the
country to promote conversations with
members, attract new members and
help to develop and empower local
groups. The first Event which will be in
London in January with plans for others
to be held across the country. The GC
Event format is still developing but you
can expect to find an emphasis on
worship, prayer, green living, active
witness, overcoming isolation and
building community.
Creature Conference
In March Green Christian had a stall at
the Creature Conference organised by
SARX, a UK Christian charity dedicated
to animal welfare. Thousands of
Christians in the UK are passionate that
animal issues should be on the
forefront of the Church’s agenda and
the conference was informative,
inspiring, and empowering. Green
Christian was one of nine organisations
with displays where people could
discuss and take away resources.

GC EVENTS
Annual Members Meeting
10am Saturday 18 November
2017, Victoria Hall, Norfolk Street,
Sheffield S1 2JB
This year’s GC Annual Members’
Meeting takes place in Sheffield before
the Joy in Enough Big Workshop.
Joy in Enough the Big Workshop
11am Saturday 18 November
2017, Victoria Hall, Norfolk Street,
Sheffield S1 2JB
The main activity in the afternoon of the
Big Workshop is to try out one of the
modules in a learning guide we are
preparing for Church groups to explore
the possibilities of an economy which is
just, equal and environmentally
sustainable. You can read more our Joy
in Enough initiative in this issue of
Green Christian (p14, p24), and you
may have attended one of our previous

GC EVENTS

REVIEWS

events in Birmingham or Bristol.
We need our members at Sheffield as
critical friends, to join in the small
group “Café Conversations” exploring
one of the main Joy in Enough themes,
and to tell us frankly how the module
would work in your own Church, house
group, or secular environmental group
or other group e.g. a reading group, a
parents group, a U3A group.
We’ll also be interested to hear from
you how we can improve the module. A
suggested donation of £25 will be
invited from participants. Please pay
this either as you book, or on the day.
A sandwich lunch is included, plus tea
and coffee. Book on the Green
Christian website
www.greenchristian.org.uk/bigworkshop
or phone 0345 459 8460 if you need a
printed booking form.

Confessions of a
Recovering Environmentalist

Green Christian On The Road –
London, Saturday 3rd February
Come to the first Green Christian “On
The Road” Event – starts at 11am.
St Aloysius Church Hall, 20 Phoenix Rd,
Kings Cross, London NW1 1TA
One World Week is 22nd-29th
October
The theme for this year’s One World
Week is Good Neighbours, My World
Depends On It.
One World Week invites you to explore
how we can become good neighbours
locally and globally.
Find out what is happening in your area
at www.oneworldweek.org
More Events
You can find the most up to date listing
of Green Christian events on the What’s
On section of the GC website
www.greenchristian.org.uk/whats-on
You can find inspiration and resources
for Green action on the Green Action
section of the GC website
www.greenchristian.org.uk/green-action

By Paul Kingsnorth
March 2017
Faber and Faber
ISBN 978-0571329694
304 pages
RRP £14.99 (paperback)
This book explores
an area which few
other
environmental
activists address,
namely the
causal links
between the
neoliberal
economy of
never-ending
growth on a finite planet and the
inevitable destruction of Earth’s ecosystems which that entails. Mr
Kingsnorth has concluded that there is
no possibility of this situation being
changed fast enough to stop global
warming and other aspects of the
destruction of the Earth. He also sees
a major shift in the perspective of
many activists towards “an obsession
with climate change”. Whilst he regards
this focus as vital, its single-issue bias
takes attention away from many other
kinds of damage, particularly the
enormous depletion and extinction of
life forms. He interprets this shift as
the success of the economic powers in
promoting an ill-defined sustainability
and “business as usual without the
carbon” agenda. He is disturbed at the
extent to which most NGOs have gone
along with this. A corroboration of this
acquiescence can probably be seen in
the June election when The Climate
Coalition, with 15 million supporters
(one-third of the electorate), made no
impression in getting climate change,
let alone wider ecological concerns,
into the debate.

the natural world as “sacred ….which
expresses itself to me in what
Christians call Creation…’’. He seems a
natural seeker of the truth inside
himself, particularly espousing
compassion for all life. My impression
is of a man who tries to look at the
world as it is, to acknowledge his
despair about what he finds and to
seek ways of living fully whilst no
longer being an activist. With others he
has set up The Dark Mountain project,
a network of writers and artists of all
kinds who struggle over the future of
nature in a human-centred world.
He abhors bigness within human
institutions, believing that it invariably
leads to the oppression of others. I’m
disappointed that he doesn’t deal with
the question of how smaller collections
of people then relate to one another.
Worldwide cooperation is a type of
bigness which it is essential to achieve.
I agree with him that it is vital that we
each face the reality of what is being
done to the Earth and its life forms,
and to grieve for this destruction.
Unlike him I do not find that this
process of grief and hope lessens my
activism. Instead it spurs me on to
challenge the deficiencies of the
present economic system and try to
live out a vision of a different economy
in whatever ways I can. Perhaps the
most influential critic of the current
economy is Pope Francis. Here are
three of his many statements:

• “The worship of the ancient golden
calf (cf. Ex 32:1-35) has returned in
a new and ruthless guise in the
idolatry of money and the
dictatorship of an impersonal
economy lacking a truly human
purpose,” (The Joy of the Gospel,
55)
• “In this [economic] system, which
tends to devour everything which
stands in the way of increased
profits, whatever is fragile, like the
It seems that the need for an economy
environment, is defenceless before
which gives priority to the stability of
the interests of a deified market,
Earth’s ecosystems, to the common
which become the only rule.” (The
good of all peoples, including future
Joy of the Gospel, 56)
generations, and to the care of otherthan-human life, is not to be debated as • “..this socioeconomic system is
unjust at its root”. (The Joy of the
long as the present economy prevails.
Gospel, 59).
The loss of non-human species is
Phil Kingston
deeply painful to him. He speaks about
www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Don’t Even
Think About
It: Why Our
Brains Are
Wired to
Ignore
Climate
Change

interviewed many USA Tea Party
supporters, and points to recent
studies suggesting that respect for
authority, reducing societal dysfunction,
personal responsibility, avoiding
intergenerational debt and loyalty to
one’s community and nation could all
be effective appeals for climate
communicators. And to gain trust in
different circles we may need new
messengers as well as new messages.

By George Marshall
Bloomsbury, USA
October 2015
ISBN 978-1632861023
272 pages
RRP £12.99 (paperback)

He asks us to downplay the “eco-stuff”!
Framing climate as an “environmental
cause” has alienated groups, notably
right-wingers and religious
conservatives, whose co-operation is
crucial to successful mitigation. He
advocates an end to doomsday
proselytizing around climate change,
since it wearies listeners. But he also
calls on all involved with climate
change to act in accordance with our
beliefs by not flying needlessly or
otherwise wasting energy, as few
things undermine communicator trust
more than perceived hypocrisy.

This book examines why science on its
own doesn’t convince people. It looks
at the psychological processes and
brain architecture that underlie the
human tendency to disregard and skew
difficult evidence. Drawing on research
across many disciplines and presenting
it entertainingly, George argues that
these insights are critical to mobilizing
public opinion on climate change.
He elaborates on the process of
framing – how we apply pre-existing
schemas of interpretation, based on
our values, experiences and social
cues, to new information, cherrypicking evidence that supports our
existing beliefs and attitudes.
This is a particular problem with
climate change. It’s impossible to
identify a single cause, solution, or
enemy. It lacks definite deadlines for
action or a specific geographic
location. It’s susceptible to multiple
meanings and interpretations.
But George is equally clear that
effective action on climate is
possible, and this is what moves
this book on from an interesting to
an essential read for GC
supporters.
Perhaps his main thesis is that trust is
essential to effective communications.
It is vital to build trusting relationships
with those still unconvinced about
climate change. We need to recognise
how differently people see the world,
then to focus on values shared by all
people, regardless of political, cultural
or religious differences. George
24
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George wants us to become
passionate personal communicators
and storytellers. The mind is wired to
believe information presented in an
engaging, narratively satisfying way,
appealing directly to the “emotional
brain” more than information presented
unengagingly, even when the latter is
accurate.
Most relevant to us in Green Christian,
George sees the need for climate
activists to learn from religions, as the
faith communities have developed
methods for sustaining socially-held
beliefs. We can invoke non-negotiable
sacred values that enable us to make
sacrifices for the common good. But
while acknowledging that real and
difficult changes have to be made at
every level, we need to frame climate
solutions in terms of well-being and
happiness, as well as pointing out that
such solutions may also reduce
inequality, obesity levels, and a host of
other human problems.
This is why we embarked on Joy in
Enough, http://www.greenchristian.org
.uk/joy-in-enough/ – part of a wider
strategy of getting the Churches on
board, so that we can be a powerful
force in winning over hearts and minds
in society. A strategy that does not

include lone individuals continually
hectoring congregations with
doomsday warnings about “saving the
planet” – a term George would ban!
Tony Emerson

The Divine Dance:
The Trinity and Your
Transformation
By Richard Rohr with Mike Morrell
November 2016
SPCK
ISBN 978-0-28-107815-8
220 pages
RRP £9.99 (paperback)
In this book, based on
Richard Rohr’s recent
talks, he and Mike
Morrell call for a
“spiritual paradigm
shift”, a move from a
concept of God as a
static omnipotent
monarch to the
flowing relationship
of the Trinity, the
“dance” of the title. As they point out,
there is nothing essentially new in this;
the depiction of the Trinity as a dance
in which we are invited to participate
was explored by the Greek Fathers.
But it has rarely been taken up by the
mainstream Churches, and we have
instead been limited to a basically
monotheistic, even pagan, image of a
critical Creator.
Rohr and Morrell suggest that now is
the time when such a shift can and will
take place, when our understanding of
faith, including other faiths, of science
and of our own psychology has
prepared us to welcome the changes
that it would bring. And now is also
the time when such a transformation
is most needed, when our
disconnection from one another, from
the natural world, and from our own
deepest selves leaves us grieving and
broken. Only by recognising the
ubiquity of Trinitarian patterns, by
accepting the cycles of life, death and
rebirth, and by finding meaning in
relationship instead of detached
judgement, can we fully experience
our faith.
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The book is essentially an extended
meditation on these themes, itself
something of a circular dance, with
ideas appearing, being elaborated
upon, and receding, only to reappear
in a later chapter. It is a hugely
joyous book, informal and gentle,
illustrating the authors’ belief that:
“A Trinitarian spirituality leaves guilt
and shame in the dust, recentering
Christianity on – dare I say it? –
realization and rest” (p173).

Doughnut
Economics:
Seven Ways
to Think Like
a 21stCentury
Economist

Citizen’s Basic Income:
A Christian Social Policy
By Malcolm Torry
September 2016
Darton, Longman & Todd
ISBN 978-0232532609
170 pages
RRP £9.99 (paperback)

By Kate Raworth
April 2017
Random House
ISBN 978-1847941374
As a green Christian, struggling
384 pages
sometimes with traditional expressions RRP £20.00 (hardback)
of doctrine, I found, as Rohr writes,
(Also available in Kindle, with
these insights to be a truly sustainable paperback release in March 2018)
“basis for grounded eco-spirituality”.
As his medieval Franciscan
Doughnut Economics offers a new
predecessor Bonaventure recognised, vision: an inner ring of social
everything in nature is a footprint
foundation and an outer ring of
revealing the nature of God, while our planetary limits. Between the two lies a
contemporary growth in gender
sensible, sustainable territory: a place
awareness brings us insights often
of “enough”, where humanity can
denied within a patriarchal tradition.
prosper and thrive. The outer limits
include climate change, acidification of
“Creation just keeps unfolding; the
seas, chemical pollution, nitrogen and
evolution of planets, stars, species
phosphorus loading, intensified use of
and human consciousness has never
freshwater, changes in land use,
stopped since the very beginning, but biodiversity loss, air pollution and
our hierarchical, masculine-withoutdamage to the ozone layer. The inner
feminine, and thus static notion of God ring opportunities include food, health,
did not allow us to see it!” (p147).
education, access to water and
sanitation, and networks of gender
Green Christianity is, of course, not
equality, political expression and peace
only about environmental sustainability and justice.
but also the peace and social justice
with which it co-depends. Rohr’s
This is not a religious book, nor is it a
insight that “God is not transactional,
wholly green text. The concepts are
and God is not needy” (p135) leads to important and clearly show how the
a much-needed understanding that
economy must be contained within the
God’s justice is always restorative and ecology of the planet that inevitably
that “God’s ‘favourite place is in
frames our future. It is also a book for
solidarity with the ‘other’ – those on
the practical religious, offering us new
the margins of power” (p131).
ways of seeing the opportunities and
challenges of the future. Can we
The book ends with an appendix of
change, bringing about a more equal
Seven Practices, simple exercises of
world based upon the common good,
prayer, physical movement and
not only between human beings but
sharing to embed its ideas and
also between humans and the natural
insights into our daily lives and
world that supports us, and to which
thoughts. For me, the process of
we owe a debt of reconciliation? This is
reading and considering this book has a practical and understandable “how to
been an experience of renewal, and an do it” book: personally, politically,
important step in my Green Christian
regionally and globally. I cannot
journey.
recommend it more highly.
Tanya Jones

It is clear that
Malcolm Torry has
considerable
expertise when it
comes to citizen’s
basic income,
having written
extensively on the
subject over
several decades.
What this book
adds is a framing of it as a Christian
social policy. The technical issues
such as defining citizen’s basic
income, and exploring the arguments
for and against it, are largely dealt
with in the introduction. This provides
a good summary of the practical
issues, for those less familiar with this
concept. The rest of the book is
essentially Torry’s case that citizen’s
basic income is consistent with, and
perhaps to some extent inspired by,
various biblical texts and Christian
values.

Sometimes Torry explores biblical
texts in depth, while at other times he
refers to them more loosely to explore
a theme. A good example of this
would be his chapter on citizen’s basic
income as an act of grace. “At the
heart of the Christian faith is the
grace of God; a nonwithdrawable love,
an unconditional generosity” (p22).
Whereas means tested benefits come
with conditions and intrusive scrutiny,
citizen’s basic income is more
analogous to divine grace, he argues,
being unconditional and not subject to
withdrawal. This looser exploration of
themes can at times feel like
something of a Procrustean bed. He is
definitely much stronger in his more
detailed textual work, such as his
exploration of the Creation narratives
in Chapter One. From this he
persuasively argues that such texts
John Smith speak of the abundance of Creation,
and how the “good” things of Creation
continued on page 26
www.greenchristian.org.uk
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continued from page 25

were to be justly distributed. In this
context citizen’s basic income can be
framed as a “celebration” of the Godgiven abundance that has become
obscured by human greed.
In the penultimate chapter Torry
discusses the issue of paying for
basic income. In doing so he
discusses the tithing regulations in
Deuteronomy, which include provision
for those who do not have their own
land. He also discusses in some depth
Jesus’s teaching in relation to
taxation. He notes some of the
tensions in the Gospels, but ultimately
concludes that if there had been a
citizen’s basic income in the Roman
Empire, “Jesus would have been
comfortable with a fair income tax to
pay for it” (p133). Unfortunately he
doesn’t really provide adequate
justification for this assertion.
Another suggested source of revenue
to pay for basic income is the
introduction of a financial transaction
tax, but this is not fully developed, as
Torry’s focus here is more on
theology. He concludes with a
summary of the various theological
justifications for citizen’s basic
income. None of these are particularly
persuasive on their own, and yet when
one looks at them collectively they
make a reasonably good cumulative
case. Finally, in the appendices he
sets out two citizen’s basic income
schemes for the UK context, and
some options for reforming the UK tax
and benefits system. Given Torry’s
considerable expertise, this is without
a doubt the strongest part of the
book. I felt the theological aspects of
the book were less insightful, but
nevertheless constitute a good
starting point for further theological
engagement. Overall it was an
enjoyable read, and Torry is to be
commended for showing that theology
can contribute to social policy,
particularly for believers who look to
scripture for guidance.

Re-enchanting
the Activist:
Spirituality
and Social
Change
By Keith Hebden,
November 2016
Jessica Kingsley
176 pages
ISBN 1785920413
RRP £8.99 (paperback)
“So much trouble in the world,” Bob
Marley is lamenting through my iPhone
earbuds, while those headlines on the
newspaper kiosk are screaming
horrible, horrible things. Organ
harvesting. Human trafficking. Melting
ice caps. Polluted rivers. Syria. It’s
hard not to feel slightly sick with
anxiety all the time for God’s broken
world. Despite passionate rallying
behind the marches and the protests
and the campaigns, it seems
occasionally that the only possible
rational action is simply to crawl under
the duvet and to block everyone on
Facebook, hollowed out like a very
dis-enchanted activist. Yes, I feel like
giving up sometimes: surely I can’t be
the only one?

Keith Hebden’s practical guide for
getting back your mojo takes as its
starting point the need to draw fresh
energy for the task of building the
Kingdom. That word “practical” might
at first glance seem at odds with the
airy-fairiness of the book’s title, Reenchanting the Activist. After all,
“enchantment” and “practical” are
from two different lexical subsets,
yes? Hmmm…well, no, not in this
case, because Hebden enjoys taking
an anarchic blowtorch to the two
terms. He welds practical activism to
contemplative mysticism – or, at least,
mysticism in Dorothee Soelle’s sense
that “mysticism is resistance”.
Whereas Hebden’s previous book
Seeking Justice had presented Jesus
primarily as an organiser and activist
with a mostly social role, Reenchanting the Activist tackles the
Simon Lee roots of Jesus’ vision as a refreshing
source of pure spring water to quench
and revive the activist’s thirsty soul.
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Pointing out recent research that the
human body is an ecosystem in its
own right, Hebden urges us to take
the time to plunge into fundamental
being. He advises getting to know
better the source of many
unaccountable tastes, appetites and
desires. Breathe in. Take off your
shoes and feel the earth pulsing
beneath your feet. Lie down and
imagine your body decomposing.
Along the way, keep dancing – which
is to say, in Hebden’s analogy,
reconfigure always the relational
shapes between the dancers to
express “the God of the gaps”.
One of the strongest elements of the
book is the author’s own anecdotal
experience. A picture clearly emerges
of a clever, laughing, rather defiant
little boy who becomes a man
possessed of strong moral purpose
and a determination to keep on
pushing at those boundaries. It is
written in an accessible, up-to-theminute style (blogger Jack Monroe and
Buzzfeed are both cited) although
grammar pedants <ouch> should
beware that, sadly, some sentences
do end in prepositions.
Nevertheless, green Christians of all
persuasions will find something of
interest in Hebden’s account. I
certainly did; after reading the first
chapter I bought a copy for a dear
friend in sore need of re-enchantment.
After reading the second chapter, I
ordered more. The book comes highly
recommended and – even better –
dog-eared.
Dr Hellen Giblin-Jowett FRSA
Legacy
Leaving a legacy gift to Green
Christian will help ensure the work
we do lives on. When writing or
amending your Will you need to
make a note of our official name
(which is still CEL), our registered
address and our charity number:
Christian Ecology Link,
76 Old Eign Hill, Tupsley,
Hereford HR1 1UA.
Charity No. 328744.

POETRY

HELEN MOORE
Cabinet of Curiosities
For Adam Horovitz

photo credit: Shutterstock

Exhibit A
Moral compass, 21st century, made in Taiwan. Set in black plastic casing with a
bevelled edge, the silvered hand defaults to West, and has been engraved – the
craftsman’s arm braced, heart-rate slowed to make each minute stroke exact.
Magnified, the words read: “You are, therefore I profit.”
Exhibit B
High horse, old grey nag, not what she used to be, stands one hand tall.
Provenance: indignation, outrage at all species of hypocrisy, injustice, lies,
double-dealing, at which she grows twenty times her usual size – bucks all
trends. Status: put out to grass, but making a come-back. Not yet extinct.
Exhibit C
Pearl of wisdom, 4mm diameter, opaque like rice milk, but weirdly gleaming.
Date: timeless. Provenance: China, rare – believed stolen from among a Dragon’s
leathery jowls. Bequeathed by the poet-thief, she writes of the experience: “I

obliged myself to face the all-consuming monster.”

from ECOZOA, Permanent Publications, 2015
www.greenchristian.org.uk
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Finding our
Path and
Walking Gently
Together

Green
Christian
‘On the Road’

The first in a series of regional Events offering a chance to find out more about

Green Christian
Saturday 3rd February 2018, 11am to 4.30pm
St Aloysius Church, 20 Phoenix Road, London NW1 1TA
(near Euston station)
Including sessions on:
• The Green Christian Way of Life, which provides a framework of four
disciplines – Prayer, Living Gently on the Earth, Public Witness and
Encouragement – by means of a dispersed Community of Companions. It has
been described as the spiritual “heartbeat” of Green Christian. There will be an
opportunity to discover new resources and share our experiences of using the
disciplines as an aid to our ongoing spiritual journeys.
• Joy in Enough, presenting a vision for a society dedicated to human flourishing
and the common good rather than the constant pursuit of more. Recognising
the value and limits of the natural world, we aim to harness the imagination of
people in Churches and beyond. We will use one of the modules in a learning
guide we are preparing for Church groups to explore these issues.
The day is open to all who are interested in finding out more about
Green Christian, the wide range of resources we offer and the
many activities and events in which we are involved.
Cost free – but donations on the day welcome.
Booking is essential as space is limited.
Deadline for receiving bookings is 27 January 2018.
To book a place e-mail georgedow@greenchristian.org.uk

GreenChristian

